The artist Harold Hahn part 2
The term “Hahnism” has turned up in this generation of model builders. It refers to the reasons why Harold did
the thing he did. Mind you Harold Hahn’s work was never intended to be a study of naval architecture nor a
thesis on the principals and practices of 18th century ship building. When Harold began his diorama of the
colonial shipyard there were no plank-on frame modelers plans or true plank-on-frame kits, only a commercial
ploy to produce a plank on frame kit economically, with no consideration to the modeler.
Harold’s work is an artistic and engineering approach to the subject rendering it “workable” by any builder with
the perseverance and serious enough to pursue the craft. As a whole, the body of work offers methods and
techniques for a model builder to build on. Model shipbuilding is a personalized endeavor and everyone has his
or her own ideas on what to do and how to do it. At the other extreme is the so called “purest” or as Bob
Bruckshaw called the “arm chair model maker”. These model builders insist on the absolute perfect model in
every last detail even if it is unattainable in both research and in the building of the model. Compromise
between the engineering and practices of ship construction and the artistic approach to the subject is the
common ground to produce a reasonably historically accurate and pleasing work of art.
As Harold’s method of building a plank on frame hull spread it became known as the “upside down method” a
term Harold thought was belittling and poking fun at the method because model ships should be built starting
with the keel and framed right side up. The basis for the technique was to use a jig to provide a solid base and a
reference point to take measurements, while keeping the frames square and in place. The idea first appeared in
print in the spring of 1972. The first use of the jig was during the construction of the shipyard diorama. The ship
hulls were only about seven inches long and Harold needed a way to hold the tiny framing in place while the
hull were being worked on. At the completion of the diorama Harold did wonder if the jig idea could be applied
to larger scale hulls so he borrowed a set of plans for the Confederacy and tested out the idea. It worked out, and
from that time on all his ships were built upside down in a jig.
Harold got quite a backlash from ship modelers for his use of framing blanks and the up side down jig. To this
day I get requests for timbering sets without the jig because the builder wanted to build the model right side up
and free standing the way it should be done. Another complaint is the building of frame blanks is a huge waste
of wood and even more waist is the use of the extended legs.
Harold first used the jig method for the ships in the diorama. The jig proved itself useful in holding the framing
of the small scale hulls in place while work was done on the models. These ships were only about seven inches
long so the amount of wood wasted was of little concern and the usefulness of the jig far out weighed the
amount of extra wood used. In larger ships at larger scale is when the amount of wasted wood became a issue
with some model builders. Spending months building frames and assembling the hull the amount of extra wood
is well worth it to insure the hull will not end up distorted. Keep in mind this jig system was designed for the
first time plank on frame builder and to increase the odds of success in building the hull. Building a hull right
side up with no jig is like a high wire act performed without a safety net, If you have experience you can do it.
Personally for myself I would rather have the jig, I see no point in taking the risk of building right side up free
form. Those concerned about the extra cost of wood may have a valid point if your using expensive wood and
paying from 20 to 30 dollars a board foot. For first time builders of plank on frame hulls using wood in the cost
range of 5 dollars a board foot the added cost is not a big deal. Amount of extra wood also depends on the hull
some take less wood than others.

The jig method used by Harold was not perfect and I can see a few problems with it. He based the frame blanks
on 1 inch wide material. He then made a jig to insert the framing material and cut the angles on a table saw.
First problem the lumber industry cuts material in
quarters 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4 etc. 4/4 is 1 inch rough.
Dealers will skip plane it to 15/16 or sometimes
7/8 with a big + or - . When your producing
timbering sets and cutting thousands of linear feet
of framing stock to get the 1 inch wide framing
material rough stock is needed and that will vary
from 1 to 1 1/8 thick. To make sure there is
enough material to get the 1 inch wide you have a
buy 5/4 or 1 1/4 thick and plane it down to 1 inch.
The 5/4 is an odd size and not that easy to find
plus the added step of planning and the higher
cost of thicker lumber. Harold's cutting jig is a
good idea for a builder cutting his own stock a
bad idea for production work because the width
would be random.
Working from random with stock You will need a scroll saw for cutting out the frames so rather investing in
both a scroll saw and a table saw you can eliminate the table saw and buy a disk sander.
Taking a very close look at the edges of the frame pieces when cut on a table saw freehand shows some of the
errors resulting in a loose fit between parts. It takes very little movement from your hand to get a bad cut. With
some of the small hobby 4 inch table saws the blades are thin and they flex while cutting, resulting in an uneven
cut. Bad cuts can also accrue when the stock slips on the miter gauge or if not held tight against the gauge the
angle will change during the cut. This set of photos are very close up shots and the gaps are quite small, but
once assembled the cuts do show up in the finished model.

What you want is a fit between parts as shown in the last
photo.
To begin the building of the frame blanks cut out the blanks
from the drawing and glue each pattern to a strip of
cardboard. We will be using these patterns over and over so a
stiff card stock pattern is better than a flimsy paper one.
Each frame will take about 11 pieces so trace the patterns on
the framing stock. Using a scroll saw cut between the lines
and separate the pieces. Next set the miter gauge on the
disk sander using the cardboard pattern. A number of
frames will use the same frame blank so you will have a
lot of the same pieces. While the sander is set, sand all
the pieces with the same angle then reset the sander and
do the next angle.

In order to get the perfect hull that looks like this,
the hull is assembled from finished parts, each
frame is made to fit the jig and finished with the
bevels.

The challenge is building each frame perfect, so you need a jig to build the frames in. The distance from the
blue back stop to the blue keel block has to be dead on or some frames will be to high or low in the jig and the
frames wont seat into the keel notches.
The hull is framed in and the keel is added , this is why the frames must be all the same height or the keel will
not fit flat.

Another method is to glue in the first and last frame and glue the keel in place, this way it doesn't matter how
log or short the legs on the frames are because you are setting the frames on the keel. Only issue may be is
pushing the frames down through the jig opening. The frames are wider at the water line than the width of the
jig so you might have to wiggle and bend the frame.

once the hull was framed into the jig and secure, measurements were taken off the plans for the gun ports, wales
and caprails then transferred to the hull.

Harold always used Ebony for the black wales. Problem is
Ebony is extremely hard and brittle and does not like to be
bent. It is also difficult to clamp the wales to the hull because
the wale not only bends around the hull but also takes a twist
so it sits flat against the frames. What Harold did was to make
a forming jig and shape it to the exact shape of the bow. Using
a bendable wood and a thin strip of Ebony he steamed the
wood and clamped it in the form, the wood block sucked out
the moisture in the wale piece and set the shape.

The woods Harold used were Rock Maple also know as Sugar Maple and Hard Maple for the models in the
diorama, for the figures and small pieces he used Boxwood and Firethorn also known as thorn apple and
Hawthorn. In the models he used Apple wood, Holly, Boxwood, Ebony and Steamed pearwood also known as
Swiss pear.
Every once in a while he would select a wood
totally different from the usual like the hull
planking under the caprail which I think is
Purpleheart. He used the Swiss Pear on the inside
of the bulwarks but stopped using the Swiss pear
because he thought it was to pink in color and
was not in harmony with the yellowish tones of
the other woods. The panels on the deck house
are apple wood and it has a warmer tone than the
brighter pink of the pear. All his decking was
Holly and all the black trim is Ebony.

Some models were all done in just Boxwood,
Holly and Ebony. From an artistic point of view
using to many different contrasting colors of
wood will break up the continuity of the model
and you eye is drawn away from the finer details.

By using a palette of colors that have the same hue
and a subtle difference it blends together.
Replacing the bright pink of the swiss pear with a
warmer tone of Apple heartwood for the inside of
the bulwarks and the lighter apple sapwood for hull
planking which has a very slight yellowish tint that
blends with the lighter boxwood.
When you look at the models in person the
boxwood is a rich golden yellow that has a
translucency to it. The wood he used and the way it
is finished gave such a depth to it the reflecting
light seemed to dance in the finish. Looking back
on Harold's work he used a technique called
aquatint, washes and finishes so he had knowledge to finish the wood in such a way it looked so perfect. The
wood itself played a big part in the look of the models, I do not know nor has Harold said how it was finished
but I do know he used a South American boxwood called Maracaibo also known in some areas as Zapatero
(Gossypiospermum praecox) the wood was sold under the trade name of West Indian boxwood.

A statement taken from a model builder concerning the framing and plans.
"I understand that he wasn't trying to duplicate actual framing practice, but I just wish Mr. Hahn had drawn his
frames a bit thicker, since in real life, there was more wood than space along the side of the hull, especially with
a warship, but the opposite is true with Hahn's otherwise beautiful models."
The statement can be construed as lack of information or understanding by the model builder as to how to build
from the existing plans.
That is exactly what art should do is to stir and provoke the viewer. You say I like it another will say they don't
some will wonder why he did that? or what was he thinking some get it some don't. As you said there was more
wood than space in American warships and that is true. Lets take a look at an American built warship from the
collection. Here we are looking at the Hancock which Harold built as an art piece for viewing by the general
public. In general the public has no idea how the Hancock was actually framed as a matter of fact even the
experts can only guess how it was framed. Framing is not the point showing the form and shape of the hull is
the focus and the over all balance of the model is the point. I knew Harold well enought if you made that
comment to him about drawing the frames thicker he would graciously listen and not say a word, he would just
walk away from you.
Actually thicker frames are keyed into the drawings and into the design. Harold Hahn has said it many times his
drawings are for the serious and more advanced builders. If you did your research and knew how to read plans
you can adjust the framing to match closer to the actual framing that "might" of been used.
Looking at the hull of the Hancock
it is in perfect balance just like the
navy board models with equal
room and space.

Working with Hahn plans at a little more advanced level.
As reference in Humphries day book he has a listing for room and space as well as scantlings of timbering. The
Hancock was a 32 gun American built frigate. According to Humphries frames are spaced every 2 feet 5 inches
with 10 inch floors and 9 inch futtocks. I tried to lay out the framing on the 29 inch centers and that just did not
work out with the gunports. From shipwrecks and research the magic numbers American ship designers liked is
24/9. Who knows what the designers and builders of the american frigates were thinking but it seems like they
took the 29 inch centers and reduced it to 24 center to center and kept the 9 inch frame futtock scantling. This
resulted in closer and heavier frames thus a stronger hull. When I layed out the 24/9 on the Hancock plans it
works out perfectly. Chapelle did state American builders used full size timbers but used wood such as Cedar
for top timbers to reduce weight in the upper hull.
Like all artists they hide information in their work Harold used the 24/9 and if you know what to look for you
can build the model with actual framing.

Lets take a look on the left is how Harold frames his model on the right is most likely how the Hancock was
actually frames.

if you ghost Harolds layout on to the actual framing using the frame centers it all falls exact. A clue is in the
gunports when Harold framed the hull it produced elongated gunports so he went back and framed the gunports
seperate from the hull framing. If you notice the actual framing lines up exact for the gunports without adding
the extra filler framing.
By using the same frame drawings on the plans in the same locations and use thicker framing stock you will end
up with a hull framed close to the actual way the hull could have been framed. The problem is not with the
plans but with the builders inability to adapt the plans to a different framing system

The purist can be seen as the watch dogs of any genre. If I were to open a marine gallery and offer
reproductions of the Harold Hahn models I would have set guide lines to follow and the models would have to
meet certain criteria if they don't then the model is not a Hahn reproduction. Price of the model would depend
on how pure the reproduction is. If you brought in one of the schooners and you framed it in Cherry I would
have to reject it because the original was framed in Maple and the Cherry gives the model a totally different
appearence. As for the right type of "armchair" you can consider a marine gallery the right setting or
"armchair" where I sit in judgement. To pontificate and set the rules and be a snob, a purist, pompous and dogmatic as
to how the model is judged is up to me. Is the model built of the same material? if it is built from a wood called
Castello then the answer is no according to Yale university there is no such wood in the Group of South
American Boxwoods. Hahn used a south American Maracaibo boxwood. Like Maple and Cherry, Casstello and
Maracaibo they are not the same. You have to be able to sit the original model and the reproduction side by side
and they should be as identical as possible. If your paying $10,000.00 for a Hahn reproduction it better be good
down to the last pure detail. The purist watch dog has the last word.
In the genre of model ship building there is no ruling class thus no rules only opinions. It is a chuckle because
the purist has no armchair, nothing to sit in judgment of anything, there isn't even any rules as to how a model
ship should or should not be built. Harold Hahn stood in judgment of a small group of his peers which turned
out not to be his peers but a group of pompous asses. Chaos ruled as no one knew exactly how to define a
purists definition of a model.

I know Harold took some backlash for the framing
of the Roebuck model because the "experts"
thought they caught him on made up framing.
These people said the Roebuck was an English built
ship so the framing would be sistered double
frames with two single filler frames and the hull
should be framed like this.

Harold framed the model like this so
what was he thinking when he said he
kept the framing close to the actual
framing that might of been used.
Either he had a lot of research material
or he just knew how ships were built. In the
book 18th Century shipbuilding Blaise Ollivier
stated ships in different British yards were built
different ways. The Roebuck was built in the
Chatham yard so looking at another frigate of
about the same size built in the same ship yard
the first thing you notice is the framing is very
close to what was used by Harold when he built
the Roebuck. Someone made the comment
Hahn did not taper his frames making them
historically incorrect, looking at an original
drawing from the Chatham yard I do not see a
taper in the frames to me they look the same
from keel to caprail.
Harold may of tweaked the model to his liking
so it had the navy board look but the plans are
close and can be tweaked to suit your own
liking. He did say if it makes you happy you
can build the frames single and join the futtocks
with chocks or just butt them together or do what he did and sistered them. Any way you choose to build the
hull you can use the same frame drawings.

